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Stampin’ Up!® Impossible Fun Fold Card 
 

                  
 

Cutting Instructions 
 
Basic White Cardstock 
3-1/4” x 1-7/8” front panel 
5” x ½” for sentiment (or cut to fit) 
 
Copper Clay Cardstock 
5-1/2” x 4-1/4” scored and cut as 
directed in the instructions. 
5-1/2” x 1” sentiment banner 
 
 

2023 – 2025 In Color 6” x 6” 
Designer Series Paper 
2-1/2” x 4” (2 pcs)  
5-1/4” x ¾” sentiment banner 
Scraps of DSP for 3 Radiating Stitches 
hearts (2 Copper Clay, 1 Pebbled Path) 
 
Any color scrap – 1-3/4” x 2-1/8” for 
template if desired. 
 
 

Link to blog post:  https://wp.me/pfbmkK-1kK 

 
Instructions 

 
1. Starting with the 5-1/2” x 4-1/4” card base, score along the 4-1/4” side down the 

center at 2-1/4”.   
2. With the 5-1/2” side up, cut at 2-3/4” to the score line.  Do not cut past the score 

line. 
3. On the other side of the score line, cut at 1” and 4-1/2” to the score line.  Do not 

cut past the score line.  SEE DIAGRAM 1 
4. Use the bone folder to burnish all folds. 
5. Stack the two pieces of 2-1/2” x 4” on top of each other.  Use the 1-3/4” x 2-1/8” 

template you cut from a scrap to cut the DSP, aligned to the top left of the DSP.  
Use the template to mark and cut rectangle out of the DSP.   
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6. **Alternately, you can use the trimmer to cut at 1-3/4” to the 2-1/8” mark on the 
trimmer, then turn the DSP and cut at 2-1/8” to the 1-3/4” mark.   

7. Before adhering the DSP to the you need to twist one side of the base.  It’s easy 
to do and won’t rip the cardstock, just twist one side so that the center panel 
stands on its own. 

8. You can twist either side:     
Note in the first image that the card is not square – you will want to square the 
card in step 11. 

9. Adhere the two large DSP pieces to the left and right side.  If your preferred side 
of the DSP is not fitting, just return the card to flat and twist the other side of the 
card base. 

10. Adhere the DSP to the 5-1/2” x 1” sentiment banner. 
11. Stamp the sentiment on Basic White Cardstock sentiment panel, then adhere to 

the rest of the sentiment panel. 
12. Adhere the sentiment strip to the card.  Avoid placing adhesive in the open area 

of the card.  Also, it is very helpful to use grid paper to make sure the card is 
squared up before adhering the banner panel. 

13. Use the Stampin’ Cut and Emboss machine to die cut two Copper Clay DSP 
hearts and one Pebbled Path DSP heart.   

14. Adhere the Copper Clay DSP hearts to the front Basic White panel. 
15. Add Stampin’ Dimensionals to the Pebbled Path DSP heard and adhere between 

the Copper Clay hearts. 
16. Adhere the decorated panel to the center pop up on the card panel. 
17. Add three embellishments to the card front.   
18. If desired, add a Basic White Cardstock panel on the back of the popup center to 

write your sentiment. 
19. Dry emboss the envelope flap. 
20. Stamp the double hearts on the front of the envelope using Pebbled Path ink. 
21. Tag me at #stampwithnel when you make this card.  I would love to see your 

creation. 

Diagram 1 
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Supplies 
 

Stamp  

 Friends For Life Photopolymer Stamp Set (English) [163359]  
 Sweetly Scripted Cling Stamp Set (English) [163600]  
 Radiating Stitches Dies [161595]  
 Dashing Designs 3 D Embossing Folder [163483]  

Ink  

 Pebbled Path Classic Stampin' Pad [161648]  

Card Stock  

 Basic White 8 1/2" X 11" Cardstock [159276]  
 Copper Clay 8 1/2" X 11" Cardstock [161721]  
 2023 - 2025 In Color 6" X 6" (15.2 X 15.2 Cm) Designer Series Paper [163778]  
 Basic White Medium Envelopes [159236]  

Tools & Adhesive  

 Paper Trimmer [152392]  
 Multipurpose Liquid Glue [110755]  
 Bone Folder [102300]  
 Clear Block D [118485]  
 Stampin' Dimensionals [104430]  

Ribbon & Trim  

 2023 - 2025 In Color Opaque Sparkle Dots [163782]  

Die Cut & Emboss  

 Stampin' Cut & Emboss Machine [149653]  

Here’s where you can find me: 
 
Stamp with Nel blog:  https://stampwithnel.com 
Instagram:  www.Instagram.com/stampwithnel/ 
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/stampwithnel/ 
Pinterest:  www.pinterest.com/stampwithnel/ 
YouTube:  www.youtube.com/@StampWithNel 
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I invite you to become a Stamp with Nel email insider. Be the first to hear about 
upcoming events, subscriber only specials, new blog posts, weekly Stampin’ Up! news 
and special edition news as it happens! Sign up here 
 
I typically post card blogs on Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday and email a newsletter on 
Wednesdays. I'd be honored if you'd subscribe to my blog to receive an update when a 
new blog is posted and to receive my weekly newsletter.   My blog is found at 
https://stampwithnel.com. 
 
Join me for a free live cardmaking class every Sunday at 6 pm central on YouTube. You 
can find the Stamp with Nel YouTube channel (@stampwithnel) here. I invite you to join 
me for the class or watch it on the replay. 
 


